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Abstract

A nanocomposite film of polyaniline blend poly (sodium 4-styrenesulfonate)/multiwall CNT (PANI-PSS/MWCNT) and poly (diallyldimethyl ammonium chloride)/multiwall CNT (PDADMAC/MWCNT) has been prepared as a highly-efficient catalytic material for the counter electrode (CE) of dye-sensitized solar cell (DSSC). The as-prepared CE is constructed by a nanoscale method of layer-by-layer (LbL) assembly based on the electrostatic interactions between negatively (PANI-PSS/MWCNT) and positively (PDADMAC/MWCNT) charged nanoparticles. The (CNT-/CNT+)4 multilayer CE displayed remarkably enhanced electrocatalytic activities toward reduction reaction and low charge-transfer resistance (Rct) of 0.3 Ω at the CE/electrolyte interface. The DSSC with (CNT-/CNT+)4 multilayer-CE showed highest fill factor (0.71) and cell efficiency (9.13%) compared to our other electrodes.
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1- Introduction

Nowadays, energy conversion devices have attracted receiving attentions due to their great potentials as power sources like dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSCs). As an alternative to silicon solar cells, DSSCs are considered to be low cost and environment friendly. DSSC mainly consists of dye sensitized photoanode, a redox mediator of $I^-/I_3^-$ and counter electrode (CE) [1-3]. To improve the performance of DSSCs, much efforts did for each of the constituent components, including photoanode [4], dye molecules[5], electrolytes [6] and CE [7]. In typical DSSCs, the CE play crucial role for achieving a high performance i.e. excellent electrocatalytic ability and high conductivity. Due to their dual role, CE transport quickly electrons from electrode substrate to the electrolyte and effectively catalyzed the iodide-triiodide ($I^-/I_3^-$) redox reaction in the electrolyte. Platinum (Pt) is well-known noble metal and utilized as CE material for DSSCs. However, there are also shortcomings of using Pt, i.e. highly expensive and scarcity as a precious metal. Extensive studies have been made on Pt alternatives as the catalytic materials for the CEs of DSSCs, including conductive polymers [8-12], inorganic metal compounds [13], carbon-based materials [14-18], and composite materials [19]. Notably, carbon based materials have shown efficient performance and achieved significant improvement since last few years including graphene[16], nanocarbon [17, 18], carbon black [20], activated carbon[21], single-walled carbon nanotube (SWCNT) [22], and multi-walled carbon nanotube (MWCNT) [23] etc.

Since 1991 [24], CNTs attracted a tremendous attentions due to their unique nanostructure and fascinating properties like high conductivity, high chemical...
stability, good catalytic ability and low-cost. Choi et al. prepared CNTs CE by screen printing technique and showed efficiency of 5.94% [25]. Ramasamy et al. describe the use of spray coated multi-wall CNTs on FTO glass substrate as CEs for I\textsubscript{3} reduction with an efficiency of 7.59% [23]. To enhance the electrocatalytic activity of CNTs, Lee et al. reported CNTs based CE by doctor blade method [26] which showed an enhanced photovoltaic performance (7.7%). There are other methods used for manufacture CEs such as chemical vapor deposition [27]. Recently, studies focused on the chemical deposition, electrode position, and spin-coating of graphene/polyaniline composite [28], carbon fiber/PEDOT: PSS [29], graphene/polyaniline hybrid [30] \textit{et al.} Typically, in CEs of DSSCs, the interfacial resistance between conducting polymer and carbon material is relatively high because of their weak bonding which gives low charge-transfer kinetics. To control over the CNTs assembly in thin films, the layer-by-layer (LBL) technique was used in multilayers [31], where positive and negative layers banded with each other [32].

In this paper, we prepared a new CE for DSSCs, prepared by LBL concept of negatively charged PANI-PSS/MWCNT (anionic) and positively charged PDADMAC/MWCNT (cationic) by polyelectrolyte multilayers technique. The obtained power conversion efficiency (PCE) of our prepared (CNT\textsuperscript{-}/CNT\textsuperscript{+})\textsubscript{4} multilayer-CE based DSSC is 9.13% under AM 1.5G simulated solar irradiation of 100 mW/cm\textsuperscript{2}. Notably, the variation in the thickness towards the fabrication of CNT\textsuperscript{-}/CNT\textsuperscript{+} nanocomposite film significantly accelerates the overall PCE of the DSSC. Moreover, the superior performance (CNT\textsuperscript{-}/CNT\textsuperscript{+})\textsubscript{4} multilayer-CE is the
cost-effective way for highly efficient CEs of DSSCs.

2- Experimental details

Materials and device fabrication
To prepare the CEs of DSSCs, we utilize LBL technique of polyelectrolyte self-assembly as shown in Scheme 1. MWCNTs were dispersed with cationic or anionic polyelectrolytes. First, the anionic PANI-PSS was synthesized by previously reported literature [33]. In detail, MWCNTs (5 mg) were mixed with a solution of 100 ml solution of PANI-PSS content with weight concentration 0.15% (w/w). To attain the homogeneous suspension, the mixed solution was ultrasonicated in an ice bath for 60 min. Second, the preparation of cationic MWCNTs modified with PDADMAC was done by mixing 5 mg of MWCNTs in 100 mL of PDADMAC content with concentration of weight 0.16% (w/w). The solutions were stirred and sonicated for 60 min. Finally, these solutions were used for LBL self-assembly to make the CNTs into thin films deposited on the surface of a cleaned fluorinated tin oxide (FTO, 15 Ω/cm², 90% transmittance in the visible light, Nippon Sheet Glass Co.) glass by dip coating method. To achieve multilayered films the FTO glass was dipped sequentially in solutions of cationic and anionic. For the generation of positively charged and strong adhesion of CNTs on FTO glass, we coated 6 layers of PDADMAC-PSS on FTO substrate. Then the first layer of anionic PANI-PSS/MWCNT was deposited by simply dipping the as-prepared sample into a PANI-PSS/MWCNT solution. The next layer of cationic PDADMAC/MWCNT also transferred onto the substrate by dipping the sample into a PDADMAC/MWCNT solution. The alternate LBL films of each positive and negative charge polyelectrolytes were achieved by repeating this process.
until the desired number of layers was achieved. Afterwards, the films were dried in a stream of nitrogen and stored as depicted in Fig 1.

The working electrodes (WEs) were made of TiO\textsubscript{2} LBL hierarchical nanosheets (TiO\textsubscript{2} LHNs) paste by doctor blading. The TiO\textsubscript{2} LHNs was fabricated by the previously reported method [34]. Then the TiO\textsubscript{2} LHNs paste was prepared according to the previously paper [35], the TiO\textsubscript{2} LHNs powder (0.9 g) was added to the solution containing ethanol/water (4/1 mL), and acetylacetone (0.16 mL) under vigorously stirring for 3 h. Then, the prepared TiO\textsubscript{2} paste was applied on pre-treated FTO glass by doctor-blade method and sintered at 500 °C for 30 min to achieve crystallization using a muffle furnace. After that, TiO\textsubscript{2} films with a thickness of 10 µm were sensitized in a N719 dye solution (0.5mM in 1:1 ethanol and acetonitrile solution) for at least 12 h at 60 °C in a sealed beaker. Afterwards, the WE was assembled. After an electrolyte (0.05 M I\textsubscript{2}, 0.1 M LiI (Adamas-beta), 0.6 M 1 methy 3-butylimidazolium iodide (TCI), 0.1Mguanidiniumthiocyanate (TCI), and 0.5 M 4-tert-butylpyridine (TCI) mixed in 3-methoxypropionitrile solution (Alfa Aesar)) was filled, the J-V performance of the DSSCs was investigated using a solar-simulator illumination (Newport, USA).
3- Results and discussion

Material characteristics

The high resolution transmission and scanning electron microscopy image of the PANI-PSS/MWCNT, PDADMAC/MWCNT and (CNT⁻/CNT⁺)_n multilayer view of DSSCs prepared in this work is shown in Fig.2. Pristine MWCNTs are hollow multiwall objects including an outer diameter of 10-20 nm. The LBL deposition of nanoparticles into thin films, adequate electrostatic charges must be present at their surface for stable adsorption. Therefore, pristine MWCNTs need to be modified with either cationic or anionic polyelectrolytes before deposition for example PDADMAC and PANI-PSS in this paper. TEM images in Fig. 2a and b shows a uniform coverage of PDADMAC (3.3 nm) layer over the randomly distributed MWCNT network. While images in Fig. 2c and d clearly shown the PANI-PSS (9.5nm) formation around the surface of the MWCNTs. PANI-PSS was used to improve the adsorption of the MWCNTs into multilayer thin films [36]. The SEM image Fig.2e depicts the morphology of deposited films which discloses a uniform coverage.

Multilayer preparation can enhance the absorbance, as shown in Fig. 2f, the UV/Vis absorbance spectra. The inset Fig 2f shows that the (CNT⁻/CNT⁺)_n layers is morphologically homogeneous in all aspects. The (CNT⁻/CNT⁺)_n spectrum contains a strong absorption band at 750 nm, due to the polyaniline in the films PANI-PSS as polyelectrolytes versus PANI/PSS used to modified the MWCNTs and also all (CNT⁻/CNT⁺)_n multilayer display an increase in absorbance with the wavelength. Fig 2f shows the maximum absorption occur ~750 nm for all four samples and the
intensity of this peak has been increased with the number of \((\text{CNT}^-/\text{CNT}^+)\)_n multilayer.

**Electrocatalytic and electrochemical characteristics**

The electro-catalytic activity of the CEs was evaluated via cyclic voltammetry (CV) for the reduction of triiodide ions in detail. Fig. 4a shows cyclic voltammograms of the four-electrode electrochemical cell based of \((\text{CNT}^-/\text{CNT}^+)\)_n multilayer CEs toward redox reactions of iodide/triiodide species. The oxidation of iodide happens at the photo electrode and the reduction of triiodide occurs at the counter electrode, which are ascribed to the redox reaction of \(I_3^- + 2e \rightarrow 3I^-\) [37]. In DSSC based of \((\text{CNT}^-/\text{CNT}^+)\)_4 multilayer CE, a pair of oxidation (3.083 eV) and reduction (-4.079 eV) peaks are detected. The peak positions and shapes of the \((\text{CNT}^-/\text{CNT}^+)\)_n CEs, affecting the DSSC performances as shown in Fig. 4b and c. Therefore, the electro-catalytic activity for the \((\text{CNT}^-/\text{CNT}^+)\)_4 CE appears to be the best, in which its catalytic current density is the highest. Additionally, Fig. 4d clearly shows that the \((\text{CNT}^-/\text{CNT}^+)\)_4 CE displays a smaller peak-to-peak separation (\(E_{pp}\)) value than others, indicating a faster charge transfer kinetics than reference CEs under the same experimental condition [38]. The high current density of \((\text{CNT}^-/\text{CNT}^+)\)_4 may be attributed to its layered structure. Notably, the multilayer films display more layered structure for \(I^-/I_3^-\) transportation and redox reactions, giving a faster reaction kinetics for iodide [38]. For comparison study we also prepared Pt electrodes by deposition of ca. \(20\mu\text{L/cm}^2\) of \(\text{H}_2\text{PtCl}_6\) solution (2 mg of Pt in 1 mL of ethanol) and sintered at 400 °C for 15 min as shown in Fig. 6a. The peaks current density and \(E_{pp}\) of both
electrodes are shown in Fig. 6b. The \((\text{CNT}^-/\text{CNT}^+)_{n}\)-CE achieves highest current density with smaller \(E_{pp}\) to that of Pt-CE. The smaller \(E_{pp}\) is more effective to improve the catalytic activity of CEs. The enhanced current density and decreased \(E_{pp}\) values suggests that \((\text{CNT}^-/\text{CNT}^+)_{n}\)-CE has good catalytic activity, which might be the main reason for improved electrocatalytic performance of DSSCs.

In general, DSSCs have a diode-like element; the simple equivalent circuit consists of the current source, diode, capacitances, and the resistances. The relationship between current \(I\) and the voltage \(V\) at its terminals is given by

\[
I_o = I_{PH} - I_D - I_{SH} \tag{1}
\]

In other words, the output current \(I_o\) is calculated by

\[
I_o = I_{PH} - I_0\{\exp\left(\frac{V + IR_T}{nkT}\right) - 1\} - \frac{V + IR_T}{R_{SH}} \tag{2}
\]

where \(I_0\), \(V\), \(q\), \(n\), \(T\), \(k\) and \(R_{SH}\) are dark saturation current of the diode, voltage, elementary charge, ideality factor, temperature, Boltzmann constant and shunt resistance through the back electron transfer, respectively.

In order to obtain additional information about the resistance of the DSSC based \((\text{CNT}^-/\text{CNT}^+)_{n}\)-CE, electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) was employed.

Typically, Nyquist plot consists of two or three semicircles. The intercept of first semicircle on real axis in high frequency range \((10^6\) to \(10^5\) Hz) represents series resistance (Rs) which is related to FTO sheet resistance, contact resistance and external circuit resistance. The charge transfer resistance (\(R_{ct}\)) at the electrode/electrolyte interface relates to the intrinsic catalytic properties of the counter electrode materials for the reduction of \(I_3^-\) to \(I^-\) [39]. The DSSC fabricated with the
(CNT$^-$/CNT$^+$)$_n$-CE (n = 1, 2, 3 or 4) and (CNT$^-$/CNT$^+$)$_4$-CE was measured to compare the performance of (CNT$^-$/CNT$^+$)$_n$-CE (n=1, 2 or 3) (Fig. 5a). The $R_{ct}$ decreased clearly from (CNT$^-$/CNT$^+$)$_1$ to (CNT$^-$/CNT$^+$)$_4$-CE as shown in Fig. 5b-c. The redox reaction resistance ($R_{ct}$) of the CE affects the FF and PCE of cells in a negative way [38, 40, 41]. Therefore, DSSC device using the (CNT$^-$/CNT$^+$)$_4$-CE exhibits better performances than those of (CNT$^-$/CNT$^+$)$_n$ (n=1, 2 or 3)-CE, showing an elevated electrocatalytic activity at higher bilayers[42, 43]. The comparative EIS analysis curves of (CNT$^-$/CNT$^+$)$_4$ and Pt-CE are shown in Fig. 6c. It can be seen that the $R_{ct}$ of the as-prepared (CNT$^-$/CNT$^+$)$_4$-CE (0.3 Ω) is lower than that of the Pt-CE (0.7 Ω), which indicates the superior catalytic activity of (CNT$^-$/CNT$^+$)$_4$ that it has. The EIS results are in good agreement CV data.

The photocurrent density-voltage ($J$-$V$) characteristics of DSSCs based on (CNT$^-$/CNT$^+$)$_n$ multilayer CE were tested under 100 mW cm$^2$ AM 1.5 G illumination, using a black metal mask with the active cell area of 0.15 cm$^2$ as shown in Fig. 3a. All experimental curves are shown in Fig. 3b and their relative photovoltaic parameters are summarized in Table 1. As the number of (CNT$^-$/CNT$^+$) CE increased to four layers, the PCE is increased, because of high photocurrent density ($J_{sc}$). The enhanced efficiency is attributed to the elevated interfacial area in (CNT$^-$/CNT$^+$)$_4$ multilayer CE, which can accelerate the triiodide recovery and therefore promote electron-transfer kinetics. In a related context, the detailed PV parameters of the devices are shown in Table 1. The light-to-electric PCE and FF were calculated according to the equations [38]:

$$\text{FF} = \frac{V_{\text{max}} \times J_{\text{max}}}{V_{\text{oc}} \times J_{\text{sc}}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

$$\text{PCE} = \frac{V_{\text{max}} \times J_{\text{max}}}{P_{\text{in}}} \times 100\% = \frac{V_{\text{oc}} \times J_{\text{sc}} \times \text{FF}}{P_{\text{in}}} \times 100\%$$ \hspace{1cm} (4)
where $V_{\text{max}}$ and $J_{\text{max}}$ are the voltage and the current density under the maximum power output in the J-V curves, respectively, $J_{sc}$ is the short-circuit current density (mA/cm$^2$), $V_{oc}$ is the open-circuit voltage (V), and $P_{in}$ is the incident light power. The solar cells employing (CNT$^-$/CNT$^+$)$_4$ multilayer CEs showed highest efficiency of 9.13%, as compare to (CNT$^-$/CNT$^+$)$_3$, (CNT$^-$/CNT$^+$)$_2$ and (CNT$^-$/CNT$^+$)$_1$ bilayer showed PCE of 8.43%, 7.79% and 7.51%, respectively. The obtained data clearly demonstrate that employing (CNT$^-$/CNT$^+$)$_4$ multilayer CEs achieved high performance for solar cells. The comparative current density-voltage curves of (CNT$^-$/CNT$^+$)$_4$ and standard Pt CEs based DSSCs are shown in Fig. 6d. Table 1 shows the DSSC device performances with (CNT$^-$/CNT$^+$)$_4$ and Pt-CE, the solar cell fabricated with (CNT$^-$/CNT$^+$)$_4$-CE has achieved the PCE 9.13%, $J_{sc}$ of 18.03 mA cm$^{-2}$ and FF of 0.71%, which were better to the cell with Pt CE 8.40%, 17.16 mA cm$^{-2}$ and 0.68%, respectively. The enhancement in $J_{sc}$ and FF leading the DSSCs PCE performance is high.

4- Conclusions

In this work, we fabricated (CNT$^-$/CNT$^+$)$_n$ multilayer CEs in DSSCs by a LBL technique. The (CNT$^-$/CNT$^+$)$_4$ CEs exhibited good electrocatalytic performance for the redox couple and specific lower charge transfer resistance ($R_{ct}$) values at the CE/electrolyte interface. The (CNT$^-$/CNT$^+$)$_4$ device-based DSSC displayed the highest values of PCE (9.13%) and FF (0.71), which could be attributed to the low $R_{ct}$ at the (CNT$^-$/CNT$^+$)$_4$-CE/electrolyte interface. The LBL method offers a novel easy synthesis, versatile electrical and photovoltaic performances for excellent CE material of DSSCs.
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Table 1. Photovoltaic performance of (CNT⁺/CNT⁻)ₙ multilayer and Pt-CE based dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSCs).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Counter electrode</th>
<th>J(sc) (mA/cm²)</th>
<th>V(oc) (V)</th>
<th>FF</th>
<th>PCE (%)</th>
<th>Rₛ (Ω)</th>
<th>R(ct) (Ω)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(CNT⁺/CNT⁻)₁</td>
<td>16.79</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>7.51</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(CNT⁺/CNT⁻)₂</td>
<td>17.05</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>7.97</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(CNT⁺/CNT⁻)₃</td>
<td>17.67</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>8.43</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(CNT⁺/CNT⁻)₄</td>
<td>18.03</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>9.13</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pt</td>
<td>17.16</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>8.40</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1 Schematic illustration of the fabrication procedure of (CNT⁺/CNT⁻)ₙ multilayer films on FTO glass-CE.

Fig. 2. (a-e) SEM and TEM images of PDADMAC/MWCNT, PANI-PSS/MWCNT and CNT⁺/CNT⁻ multilayer composite. (f) UV-vis absorption spectra of CNT⁺/CNT⁻ multilayer deposited on FTO glass with various bilayers. Inset shows a plot of absorbance at 750 nm vs bilayer numbers.

Fig. 3. (a) Schematic illustration of a DSSC device using the (CNT⁺/CNT⁻)ₙ multilayer-CE.
(b) Photocurrent density vs voltage of DSSCs from the (CNT⁺/CNT⁻)ₙ multilayer-CEs.
(c-f) PCE, FF, V(oc) and J(sc) of (CNT⁺/CNT⁻)ₙ multilayer-CE, respectively.

Fig. 4. Cyclic voltammograms for the (CNT⁺/CNT⁻)ₙ multilayer-CE, the electrolyte was acetonitrile solution containing 10 mM LiI, 5 mM I₂, and 0.1M LiClO₄. Pt electrode is used as auxiliary electrode and Ag/AgCl works as reference electrode, the scan rate is 50 mV s⁻¹.

Fig. 5. EIS analysis of (CNT⁺/CNT⁻)ₙ multilayer-CE and equivalent circuit models. Rₛ, R(ct), C_dl and Z_w are serial resistance, charge-transfer resistance of electrode, double layer capacitance and diffusion impedance, respectively.

Fig. 6. (a) Schematic illustration of a DSSC device using the (CNT⁺/CNT⁻)₄ multilayer and Pt-CE.
(b) Photovoltaic performance of (CNT⁺/CNT⁻)₄ multilayer and Pt-CE based DSSCs.(c) CV for the (CNT⁺/CNT⁻)₄ multilayer and Pt-CE. (d) EIS analysis of (CNT⁺/CNT⁻)₄ multilayer and Pt-CE.
Fig. 5

Fig. 6
Layer-by-layer deposition of CNT\textsuperscript{−} and CNT\textsuperscript{+} hybrid films for platinum free counters electrodes of dye-sensitized-solar-cells